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PART I: OVERVIEW AND STATEMENT OF FACTS
1.

The Canadian Association of Research Libraries (“CARL”) intervenes on behalf of the

research library community in Canada, which serves Canada’s largest and most important
universities and other research institutions in Canada.
2.

The Federal Court of Appeal (“FCA”) judgment that has led to the two appeals in this

matter held as follows:
a. Regarding the Mandatory Tariff issue:
[204] As a result, I conclude that a final tariff would not be enforceable against York
because tariffs do not bind non-licensees. If a final tariff would not be binding, the
conclusion can hardly be different for an interim tariff.
[205] Acts of infringement do not turn infringers into licensees so as to make them liable
for the payment of royalties. Infringers are subject to an action for infringement and
liability for damages but only at the instance of the copyright owner, its assignee or
exclusive licensee. In the course of the hearing before this Court, Access Copyright
candidly admitted that, given its agreement with its members, it cannot sue York for
infringement in the event that some or all of the copies made by York are infringing
copies. However, Access Copyright claims the right to enforce the tariff against nonlicensee infringers; yet if the tariff is not mandatory then there can be no right to
enforce it.
[206] As a result, the validity of York’s Guidelines as a defence to Access Copyright’s
action does not arise because the tariff is not mandatory and Access Copyright cannot
maintain a copyright infringement action. Therefore, I would allow York’s appeal from
the judgment of the Federal Court with costs, set aside the Federal Court’s judgment,
and dismiss Access Copyright’s action with costs. (emphasis added)
b. Regarding the fair dealing issue:
[309] The prayer for relief of York’s counterclaim seeks a declaration that “any
reproductions made that fall within the guidelines set out in York’s “Fair Dealing
Guidelines for York Faculty and Staff (11/13/12)” … constitute fair dealing pursuant
to sections 29, 29.1, or 29.2 of the Copyright Act”. It is apparent from this that the
Guidelines are the heart of York’s position in this litigation.
[310] Given the relief which York sought, it was incumbent on it to justify the
Guidelines themselves so as allow the Court to declare that reproductions that fall
within the Guidelines are fair dealing. It has not done so. (emphasis added)
PART II: STATEMENT OF ISSUES
3.

CARL will address the following issues:
a. Are interim and final approved tariffs of the nature in this case mandatory for users or
merely optional licenses (the “mandatory tariff” issue)?
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b. Are the pronouncements by the Courts below on York’s fair dealing Guidelines any
more than obiter dicta, and, if this Court should comment upon their substance, did
they contain palpable and overriding error (the fair dealing issue)?
PART III: ARGUMENT
Summary of CARL’s Argument
4.

First, the FCA correctly ruled1 that the Federal Court fundamentally erred in the holding

that tariffs, such as those proposed by Access Copyright, whether interim or final, are mandatory
for users. Specifically, CARL submits that the trial judgment2 holding that an approved tariff is
mandatory on users misconstrues the statutory scheme, the intention of Parliament, and
contradicts long-established case law, including most notably the recent holding from this Court,
as clearly stated by Rothstein J. in Canadian Broadcasting Corp. v. SODRAC 2003 Inc.3 CARL
submits that this holding from CBC v. SODRAC, which itself reaffirmed earlier case law, is
controlling, that it is not limited to proceedings under section 70.24 of the Copyright Act, and that
the trial judge’s attempt to distinguish that ruling was incorrect.
5.

CARL submits that the “mandatory tariff” issue is by far the main issue and, indeed, the

threshold issue which, if it had been correctly decided at an early stage where it presumably
could have been dealt in a summary manner if York had so sought, or even at trial if York had
fully and adequately addressed it then, would have ended this litigation long ago.
6.

Pelletier J.A. in para. 32 of the FCA judgment cited and thereafter closely followed a

crucial paper by Prof. Ariel Katz that was included in a prepublication version in the factum
submitted to this Court in CBC v. SODRAC. This was Prof. Katz’s Spectre I paper.5 Prof. Katz’
1

York University v. Canadian Copyright Licensing Agency, 2020 FCA 77 (CanLII),
<https://canlii.ca/t/j6lsb> (hereinafter the “FCA judgment”).
2
Canadian Copyright Licensing Agency v. York University, 2017 FC 669 (CanLII), [2018] 2
FCR 43, <https://canlii.ca/t/h4s07>
3
Canadian Broadcasting Corp. v. SODRAC 2003 Inc., 2015 SCC 57 (CanLII), [2015] 3 SCR
615, <http://canlii.ca/t/gm8b0> (hereinafter CBC v. SODRAC)
4
All references to the Copyright Act, R.SC. 1985, Ch. C-42 are to the legislation at the
applicable time.
5
Ariel Katz: Spectre: Canadian Copyright and the Mandatory Tariff - Part I 27(2) IPJ 151
(2015) Available on SSRN: https://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=2544721; Note
70.
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subsequent Spectre II paper6 will also be of considerable assistance to this Court regarding the
mandatory tariff issue. As described in the abstract of the Spectre II paper:
The previous article showed that the “mandatory tariff” theory cannot, as a matter of
statutory interpretation and in light of the case law, withstand scrutiny. This article
shows that construing the Act in accordance with the “mandatory tariff” theory gives
rise to numerous practical challenges, conceptual puzzles, procedural nightmares, and
constitutional headaches, each of which should weigh the scales against it. In contrast,
the “voluntary licence” theory avoids all these quandaries, and, in addition to being
consistent with earlier case law, appears clear, simple, and coherent.
7.

Second, CARL submits that the Federal Court should not have dealt with the issue of

infringement and fair dealing, notwithstanding that York chose to pursue the issue of the validity
of its Fair Dealing Guidelines as a counterclaim. There is a tension, if not a contradiction,
between paragraphs 206 and 309-311 of the FCA judgment. The FCA’s comments on fair
dealing should be declared to be no more than obiter dicta, and, in any event, seriously incorrect,
in particular with respect to the need for monitoring, supervision and safeguards, as well as the
issue of aggregate copying. The FCA seriously erred in inappropriately opining that a key
element of this Court’s landmark ruling, per Abella J., in Society of Composers, Authors and
Music Publishers of Canada v. Bell Canada7 was decided “per incuriam”.8
Mandatory Tariff Issue
8.

Only six years ago, in CBC v. SODRAC, this Court, per Rothstein J., clearly ruled that:
[112] I conclude that the statutory licensing scheme does not contemplate that licences
fixed by the Board pursuant to s. 70.2 should have a mandatory binding effect against
users…
[113] I find that licences fixed by the Board do not have mandatory binding force over a
user; the Board has the statutory authority to fix the terms of licences pursuant to s. 70.2,
but a user retains the ability to decide whether to become a licensee and operate pursuant
to that licence, or to decline. (emphasis added)

9.

The CBC v. SODRAC case arose out of the so-called “arbitration” regime under s. 70.2 of

the Copyright Act, whereby two parties who are “unable to agree on the royalties to be paid for
the right to do the act or on their related terms and conditions, either of them or a representative

6

Ariel Katz: Spectre: Canadian Copyright and the Mandatory Tariff - Part II 28(1) IPJ 39
(2015) Available on SSRN: https://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=2636464
7
Society of Composers, Authors and Music Publishers of Canada v. Bell Canada, 2012 SCC 36
(CanLII), [2012] 2 SCR 326, <https://canlii.ca/t/fs0vf>, per Abella J
8
FCA judgment, para. 227.
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of either may, after giving notice to the other, apply to the Board to fix the royalties and their
related terms and conditions”9 It clearly follows that that, if willing participants in the Board’s
“arbitration” regime are not required to treat a ruling obtained under it as mandatory, then – a
fortiori – unwilling parties, such as universities, countless students, and other research
institutions who have not even appeared before the Copyright Board (hereinafter “the Board”)
and have no wish to do so should not be required to treat a Board tariff as mandatory.
10.

The inevitable corollary of the mandatory tariff theory is the single copy doctrine that

forms the basis of Access Copyright’s “Sword of Damocles” that is held over the head of
educational institutions at all levels in Canada. It follows from Access Copyright’s position on
mandatory tariffs (as reinforced by an early statement from the Board that “An institution does
not require such a licence if the institution does not use the repertoire…”)10 that, even if a
university is responsible for the making of even one single inadvertently infringing copy of one
work in Access Copyright’s limited repertoire, such a university would be liable for payment of
the Board’s full time equivalent student (“FTE”) tariff. This tariff was set finally and
retroactively by the Board, after more than nine years, for the period of 2011-2014 (and
somewhat less for subsequent years 2015-2017) and with retroactive application that would
result in many millions of dollars for a large university:
- $24.80 per FTE for universities.
- $9.54 per FTE for all other educational institutions, such as colleges.11
11.

This Court in CBC v. SODRAC unusually noted and questioned whether the Board can

even set retroactive tariffs, stating at footnote 2 in paragraph 111:
During the hearing before this Court, counsel for the interveners the Centre for
Intellectual Property Policy and Ariel Katz briefly raised concerns regarding the Board’s
power to issue retroactively binding decisions in general. That issue was not squarely
before this Court in this case, and I do not purport to decide broader questions
9

FCA judgment, para. 107, Copyright Act, s. 70.2 https://laws-lois.justice.gc.ca/eng/acts/C42/20121107/P1TT3xt3.html#h-76
10 Access Copyright - Interim Tariff for Post-Secondary Educational Institution, 2011-2013
[Revised] 2011-04-07 https://decisions.cb-cda.gc.ca/cb-cda/certifiedhomologues/en/item/367520/index.do
11 Access Copyright - Tariffs for Post-Secondary Educational Institutions, 2011-2017 See
Copyright Board Fact Sheet https://decisions.cb-cda.gc.ca/cb-cda/r/en/item/453964/index.do Full
tariff: https://cb-cda.gc.ca/sites/default/files/inline-files/2009-06-11-1.pdf
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concerning the legitimacy of or limits on the Board’s power to issue retroactive decisions
here.12
12.

If the tariff in issue is mandatory, there may be years of litigation as to whether it could

be retroactive to 2011 in light of the limitation period set forth in s. 43.1 of the Copyright Act.13
13.

A simple analogy illustrates why these tariffs are not mandatory for users. Years ago, rail

passenger traffic was highly regulated with detailed “tariffs” setting the price, terms, and
conditions applicable to railways and their customers. Thus, a passenger wishing to take the train
from Ottawa to Toronto knew exactly what the ticket would cost, and the railway could not
charge more or refuse passage to a passenger willing to pay the tariff rate. However, no traveler
was forced to take the train from Ottawa to Toronto. They were free to choose other means of
transportation – or not to travel at all. Even if they took the train, they were not forced to
purchase the equivalent of a Canada-wide one year pass. In this present litigation, Access
Copyright is attempting to force the entire post-secondary sector to take up licenses that they
may neither want nor need. There is no justification for double payment or unnecessary payment
for use of material that is already licensed or permitted by fair dealing or other users’ rights
provided in the Copyright Act. To follow up on York University’s analogy, even if they travel on
the train, there is no basis to force anyone to buy an expensive prix fixe dinner rather than
ordering à la carte14 or even choosing to bring their own meal or one purchased elsewhere.
14.

Even the Board has stepped back from suggesting that its tariff for Access Copyright is

mandatory. In the Board’s 2019 reasons for the tariff in issue, which took about nine years to
issue, the Board stated that:
[357] The Tariffs are silent on whether compliance with a tariff is mandatory for users who
do not seek to benefit from the licence offered thereby. We are aware that related issues have
been raised in recent judicial proceedings and it is not necessary for us to opine on the issue
at this point. (FN to CBC v, SODRAC omitted).15

12

CBC v SODRAC paras. 109-111 and FN 2.
Copyright Act, s. 43.1 https://laws-lois.justice.gc.ca/eng/acts/C42/20121107/P1TT3xt3.html#h-58
14
York University Respondent Factum, April 6, 2021, para. 76.
15
Access Copyright - Tariffs for Post-Secondary Educational Institutions, 2011-2017 CB-CDA
2019-082: <https://decisions.cb-cda.gc.ca/cb-cda/decisions/en/453965/1/document.do>
(“Board’s Access Copyright Tariff Decision”) para. 357
13
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15.

Parliament entrusted the Board with “working out of the details of an appropriate royalty

tariff”,16 but it never delegated to it any legislative power. The “mandatory tariff” theory would
entail, however, that copyright owners, who do not have the power to force a licence upon a user,
could nonetheless gain such an extraordinary power by filing tariffs with the Board.17 This would
mean that the Board possesses legislative powers, contrary to the holding in the 2012 CRTC
Reference case, where this Court held that the power to allocate rights between owners and users
falls within the exclusive domain of Parliament, and cannot be delegated to a subordinate body,18
noting s. 89 of the Copyright Act.19 That holding is also consistent with a broader tenet of the
rule of law “that no pecuniary burden can be imposed upon the subjects of this country, by
whatever name it may be called, whether tax, due, rate or toll, except upon clear and distinct
legal authority”.20 Even if Parliament could delegate to the Board the power to fill in the details
of any mandatory impost, valid delegation would necessitate that “the delegation of the setting of
the rate takes place within a detailed statutory framework, setting out the structure of the tax, the
tax base, and the principles for its imposition”, thus preserving the “democratic principle.” 21
16.

The private copying levy scheme, which requires manufacturers and importers of audio

recording media to pay a levy to a collective designated by the Board, offers the one and only
clear exception in the Copyright Act that proves the rule in issue. Paying this levy is
unquestionably mandatory, which is why Parliament aptly called it a “levy” and used the phrase
“is liable...to pay a levy”.22 The levy is unconnected to the enforcement of exclusive rights or
equitable remuneration and applies irrespective of the use to which the blank media is ultimately
put, such as the reproduction and delivery of lengthy legal material. It has been held to be
16

Society of Composers, Authors and Music Publishers of Canada v. Canadian Assn. of Internet
Providers, 2004 SCC 45 (CanLII), [2004] 2 SCR 427, <https://canlii.ca/t/1hddf> at para. 49.
17
Copyright Act, s. 70.1 https://laws-lois.justice.gc.ca/eng/acts/C42/20121107/P1TT3xt3.html#h-73
18
Reference re Broadcasting Regulatory Policy CRTC 2010-167 and Broadcasting Order CRTC
2010-168, 2012 SCC 68 (CanLII), [2012] 3 SCR 489, <https://canlii.ca/t/fv76k>
19
Copyright Act, s. 89 <https://laws-lois.justice.gc.ca/eng/acts/C42/20121107/P1TT3xt3.html#h-90>.
20
Ontario English Catholic Teachers' Assn. v. Ontario (Attorney General), 2001 SCC 15
(CanLII), [2001] 1 SCR 470, <https://canlii.ca/t/522b>at para. 77,
21
Ibid. paras. 74-75.
22
Copyright Act, s. 82 https://laws-lois.justice.gc.ca/eng/acts/C-42/20121107/P1TT3xt3.html#h85
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“necessarily incidental to a detailed regulatory scheme which falls squarely within a federal head
of jurisdiction.”23 That is clearly not the case in this instance.
17.

To make the tariff in question mandatory would offend the fundamental principle that no

level of government (much less an administrative tribunal) can enact legislation (or, in this case
tariffs purporting to have the force of an enactment) that would remove part of the core or
inherent jurisdiction of the superior courts.24 A user allegedly infringing copyright has the right
to stand trial before a superior court, and the role of the courts cannot be downgraded to merely
enforcing an administratively determined formulaic penalty that may vastly exceed any damages
award available pursuant to conventional well-established infringement proceedings.
18.

Affirming that Access Copyright’s tariff is not mandatory would not deprive deserving

copyright owners of a remedy against an educational institution. Such owners – or their
exclusive licensees provided the owners are joined – can simply sue the institution and proceed
through the courts as any another copyright owner or exclusive licensee has done for centuries.
Pelletier J.A. notes specifically that this is how SOCAN enforces its assigned rights. 25 Moreover,
copyright owners may even bring a copyright class action when the class is properly constituted,
as the Court has condoned in appropriate circumstances.26
19.

It must be recognized that there are, in principle, three types of copyright tariffs in

Canada from the standpoint of users – namely de jure mandatory, de facto mandatory and purely
optional. The only clear example of the de jure type is that of the private copying levy, discussed
above.27 Examples of various SOCAN tariffs28 and the retransmission tariff29 may be de facto
23

Canadian Private Copying Collective v. Canadian Storage Media Alliance, 2004 FCA 424
(CanLII), [2005] 2 FCR 654, <https://canlii.ca/t/1jgv9> Canadian Private Copying Collective v.
Canadian Storage Media Alliance, 2004 FCA 424 (CanLII), [2005] 2 FCR 654,
<https://canlii.ca/t/1jgv9> para. 72 et passim
24
Trial Lawyers Association of British Columbia v. British Columbia (Attorney General), 2014
SCC 59 (CanLII), [2014] 3 SCR 31, <https://canlii.ca/t/gds2j> para. 30
25
FCA judgment, para. 197.
26
Robertson v. Thomson Corp., 2006 SCC 43 (CanLII), [2006] 2 SCR 363,
<https://canlii.ca/t/1pqw1> para. 60 et passim.
27
See paragraph 16 supra.
28
https://decisions.cb-cda.gc.ca/cb-cda/en/d/s/index.do?cont=socan&iframe=false&col=177
29
Tariff for the Retransmission of Distant Television Signals, 2014-2018 (Quantum) CB-CDA
2018-227 https://decisions.cb-cda.gc.ca/cb-cda/decisions/en/item/367719/index.do
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mandatory for users that need to clear certain rights, because there are no other practical means
of doing so. The Access Copyright post-secondary tariff is purely optional. As York University
and other interveners have shown, there are many other ways to clear copyright requirements in
research institutions, if and when such clearance is needed. It is unnecessary in this instance for
the Court to pronounce on whether the regime for equitable remuneration pursuant to s. 19 of the
Copyright Act gives rise to a de jure “mandatory tariff”.
The Fair Dealing Issue
20.

The Courts below dealt with the fair dealing issue because York University insisted upon

the controversial strategy30 of pursuing a counterclaim that sought to validate its Fair Dealing
Guidelines, as set forth in Appendix “A” of the trial judgment.31 However, neither the trial
judgment nor the FCA judgment should have included what was effectively an advisory opinion
with wide implications for educational institutions and their communities other than York that
were not before the Court and the entire universe of actual copyright owners, none of whom
were before the Court. This Court does not “entertain applications for advice upon legal
questions, except, of course, in certain special procedures which are provided for under special
statutes.”32 The present case is fundamentally unlike the CCH v. LSUC case where actual
copyright owners were properly before the Court in actual infringement proceedings and the
“Access Policy” was not the “heart”33 of the LSUC’s case. Nor can York’s counterclaim be
justified as a declaration of non-infringement, since the essential parties for such a declaration –
i.e. the actual copyright owners in question – were not even parties.34
21.

The Courts below should not have been asked to substantively validate the York Fair

Dealing Guidelines. These Guidelines are now nearly a decade old and clearly far more specific
and controversial than the “Access Policy” in the CCH case. To judicially validate such specific
and controversial Guidelines would effectively amend the Copyright Act, which sets forth the
30

Emily Hudson, Drafting Copyright Exceptions, Cambridge University Press, 2020, p. 302.
BOA Tab A. (hereinafter “Hudson”)
31
Trial judgment, p. 103.
32
Coca-Cola Company of Canada Ltd. v. Mathews, 1944 CanLII 9 (SCC), [1944] SCR 385,
<https://canlii.ca/t/1ttsh>, page 387.
33
FCA judgment, para. 309.
34
Research in Motion Limited v. Atari Inc., 2007 CanLII 33987 (ON SC),
<https://canlii.ca/t/1slnp>
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law regarding fair dealing and various specific exceptions in the Copyright Act that must always
be applied in any actual infringement proceedings. In any event, there are three very clear
decisions from this Court since 200435 and a 2012 statutory amendment adding the word
“education” to s. 29 of the Copyright Act that clearly set forth the law on fair dealing in
Canada.36
22.

Moreover, both the FCA and trial judgments contained palpable and overriding errors

with respect to the issues of aggregate copying and safeguards (i.e. monitoring and supervision).
In particular, with respect to aggregate copying, it is illogical and inequitable that what may be
fair dealing in a small class at a small university would become infringing if used in a similar
context in larger classes at a larger institution. This Court has already clearly addressed the issue
of aggregate copying in 2012 and concluded, per Abella J., that:
[43] Further, given the ease and magnitude with which digital works are
disseminated over the Internet, focusing on the “aggregate” amount of the dealing in
cases involving digital works could well lead to disproportionate findings of
unfairness when compared with non-digital works. If, as SOCAN urges, large-scale
organized dealings are inherently unfair, most of what online service providers do
with musical works would be treated as copyright infringement… 37
23.

As to safeguards, monitoring and supervision, it also illogical and inequitable that the

librarians in the Great Library of the Law Society of Upper Canada were not required to actively
monitor and supervise the one-at-a-time use of photocopiers or of the fax copies sent to lawyers
but librarians in today’s universities would now be required to do so for the activities of tens of
thousands of faculty and students on campus and online. The landmark and highly acclaimed38

35

CCH Canadian Ltd. v. Law Society of Upper Canada, 2004 SCC 13 , [2004] 1 SCR 339,
<https://canlii.ca/t/1glp0>; Society of Composers, Authors and Music Publishers of Canada
v. Bell Canada, 2012 SCC 36 (CanLII), [2012] 2 SCR 326, <https://canlii.ca/t/fs0vf>; Alberta
(Education) v. Canadian Copyright Licensing Agency (Access Copyright), 2012 SCC 37
(CanLII), [2012] 2 SCR 345, <https://canlii.ca/t/fs0v5> See also Hudson pp. 301-307
36
Copyright Act, s. 29; https://laws-lois.justice.gc.ca/eng/acts/c-42/20121107/P1TT3xt3.html#h26
37
Society of Composers, Authors and Music Publishers of Canada v. Bell Canada, 2012 SCC 36
(CanLII), [2012] 2 SCR 326, <https://canlii.ca/t/fs0vf> para 43. See also paras. 41-42.
38
Emily Hudson, Drafting Copyright Exceptions, Cambridge University Press, 2020, pp. 242252. BOA Tab A.
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decision of this Court in CCH v. LSUC39 in the context of self-serve photocopiers and fax
machines would seem to apply a fortiori in today’s online milieu. The LSUC was able to rely
upon its Access Policy and the presumption that “a person does not authorize infringement by
authorizing the mere use of equipment that could be used to infringe copyright. Courts should
presume that a person who authorizes an activity does so only so far as it is in accordance with
the law”.40 Access Copyright (then known as CanCopy) played a major role in that case by
funding it41 and acting as an intervener. Pelletier J.A.’s comment that a key paragraph of the
CCH v. LSUC decision was “per incuriam”42 was not only inappropriate; it was simply wrong.
24.

Any judicial decision involving fair dealing requires a factual determination based upon

particular facts involving particular copyright owners and particular works. Such determinations
are ultimately a legal question, as recently articulated by the U.S. Supreme Court.43
Part IV: Costs
25.

CARL seeks no order as to costs and asks that no costs be ordered against it.

ALL OF WHICH IS RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED THIS 26th day of April 2021:

Howard P. Knopf, Ridout & Maybee LLP
Suite 601, 11 Holland Avenue,
Ottawa, Ontario, Canada K1Y 4S1
Phone: 613-288-8008 Fax: 613-236-2485
Email: hknopf@ridboutmaybee.com
Counsel for the Intervener Canadian Association of Research Libraries
CCH Canadian Ltd v Law Society of Upper Canada, 2004 SCC 13, [2004] “CCH v. LSUC” 1
SCR 339
40
CCH v. LSUC para. 38.
41
Ariel Katz: Spectre: Canadian Copyright and the Mandatory Tariff - Part I 27(2) IPJ 151
(2015) p. 76 fn. 70 SSRN:. https://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=2544721; Note
70.
42
FCA judgment, para. 227.
43
Google LLC v. Oracle America, Inc., U.S. Supreme Court slip opinion, April 6, 2021,
<https://www.supremecourt.gov/opinions/20pdf/18-956_new_o7jp.pdf> pp. 18-21 per Breyer J.
See also Hughes, Justin, The Respective Roles of Judges and Juries in Copyright Fair Use (May
4, 2020). Houston Law Review, Vol. 58, No. 2, 2020, Loyola Law School, Los Angeles Legal
Studies Research Paper No. 2020-09, SSRN: <https://ssrn.com/abstract=3592361> pages 349,
350, 354 et passim.
39
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PART VII – STATUTORY PROVISIONS IN ISSUE
(Based upon applicable provisions in this litigation)

14

Copyright Act, RSC, 1985, c C-42
s. 2
“collective society”
“collective society”
« société de gestion »
“collective society” means a society,
association
or corporation that carries on the business
of collective administration of copyright or
of the remuneration right conferred by
section 19 or 81 for the benefit of those who,
by assignment, grant of licence, appointment
of it as their agent or otherwise, authorize it
to act on their behalf in relation to that
collective administration, and
(a) operates a licensing scheme, applicable
in relation to a repertoire of works,
performer’s performances, sound recordings
or communication signals of more than one
author, performer, sound recording maker or
broadcaster, pursuant to which the society,
association or corporation sets out classes of
uses that it agrees to authorize under this
Act, and the royalties and terms and
conditions on which it agrees to authorize
those classes of uses, or
(b) carries on the business of collecting and
distributing royalties or levies payable
pursuant to this Act;
Copyright in works
3. (1) For the purposes of this Act,
“copyright”, in relation to a work, means the
sole right to produce or reproduce the work
or any substantial part thereof in any
material form whatever, to perform the work
or any substantial part thereof in public or, if
the work is unpublished, to publish the work
or any substantial part thereof, and includes
the sole right
(a) to produce, reproduce, perform or
publish any translation of the work,

Loi sur le droit d’auteur
LRC (1985), ch C-42
article 2
« société de
gestion »
“collective
society”
« société de gestion » Association, société
ou
personne morale autorisée — notamment
par
voie de cession, licence ou mandat — à se
livrer
à la gestion collective du droit d’auteur ou
du droit à rémunération conféré par les
articles
19 ou 81 pour l’exercice des activités
suivantes::
a) l’administration d’un système d’octroi de
licences portant sur un répertoire d’oeuvres,
de prestations, d’enregistrements sonores ou
de signaux de communication de plusieurs
auteurs, artistes-interprètes, producteurs
d’enregistrements sonores ou
radiodiffuseurs
et en vertu duquel elle établit les catégories
d’utilisation qu’elle autorise au titre de la
présente loi ainsi que les redevances et
modalités
afférentes;
b) la perception et la répartition des
redevances
Droit d’auteur sur l’oeuvre
3. (1) Le droit d’auteur sur l’oeuvre
comporte le droit exclusif de produire ou
reproduire la totalité ou une partie
importante de l’oeuvre, sous une forme
matérielle quelconque, d’en exécuter ou
d’en représenter la totalité ou une partie
importante en public et, si l’oeuvre n’est pas
publiée, d’en publier la totalité ou une partie

15

(b) in the case of a dramatic work, to convert
it into a novel or other non-dramatic work,
(c) in the case of a novel or other nondramatic work, or of an artistic work, to
convert it into a dramatic work, by way of
performance in public or otherwise,
(d) in the case of a literary, dramatic or
musical work, to make any sound recording,
cinematograph film or other contrivance by
means of which the work may be
mechanically reproduced or performed,
(e) in the case of any literary, dramatic,
musical or artistic work, to reproduce, adapt
and publicly present the work as a
cinematographic work,
(f) in the case of any literary, dramatic,
musical or artistic work, to communicate the
work to the public by telecommunication,
(g) to present at a public exhibition, for a
purpose other than sale or hire, an artistic
work created after June 7, 1988, other than a
map, chart or plan,
(h) in the case of a computer program that
can be reproduced in the ordinary course of
its use, other than by a reproduction during
its execution in conjunction with a machine,
device or computer, to rent out the computer
program,
(i) in the case of a musical work, to rent out
a sound recording in which the work is
embodied, and
(j) in the case of a work that is in the form of
a tangible object, to sell or otherwise transfer
ownership of the tangible object, as long as
that ownership has never previously been
transferred in or outside Canada with the
authorization of the copyright owner,
and to authorize any such acts.

importante; ce droit comporte, en outre, le
droit exclusif :
a) de produire, reproduire, représenter ou
publier une traduction de l’oeuvre;
b) s’il s’agit d’une oeuvre dramatique, de la
transformer en un roman ou en une autre
oeuvre non dramatique;
c) s’il s’agit d’un roman ou d’une autre
oeuvre non dramatique, ou d’une oeuvre
artistique, de transformer cette oeuvre en
une oeuvre dramatique, par voie de
représentation publique ou autrement;
d) s’il s’agit d’une oeuvre littéraire,
dramatique ou musicale, d’en faire un
enregistrement sonore, film
cinématographique ou autre support, à l’aide
desquels l’oeuvre peut être reproduite,
représentée ou exécutée mécaniquement;
e) s’il s’agit d’une oeuvre littéraire,
dramatique, musicale ou artistique, de
reproduire, d’adapter et de présenter
publiquement l’oeuvre en tant qu’oeuvre
cinématographique;
f) de communiquer au public, par
télécommunication, une oeuvre littéraire,
dramatique, musicale ou artistique;
g) de présenter au public lors d’une
exposition, à des fins autres que la vente ou
la location, une oeuvre artistique — autre
qu’une carte géographique ou marine, un
plan ou un graphique — créée après le 7 juin
1988;
h) de louer un programme d’ordinateur qui
peut être reproduit dans le cadre normal de
son utilisation, sauf la reproduction
effectuée pendant son exécution avec un
ordinateur ou autre machine ou appareil;
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i) s’il s’agit d’une oeuvre musicale, d’en
louer tout enregistrement sonore;
Royalties
19. (2) For the purpose of providing the
remuneration mentioned in this section, a
person who performs a published sound
recording in public or communicates it to the
public by telecommunication is liable to pay
royalties
(a) in the case of a sound recording of a
musical work, to the collective society
authorized under Part VII to collect them; or

j) s’il s’agit d’une oeuvre sous forme d’un
objet tangible, d’effectuer le transfert de
propriété, notamment par vente, de l’objet,
dans la mesure où la propriété de celui-ci n’a
jamais été transférée au Canada ou à
l’étranger avec l’autorisation du titulaire du
droit d’auteur.
Est inclus dans la présente définition le droit
exclusif d’autoriser ces actes.
Redevances

(b) in the case of a sound recording of a
literary work or dramatic work, to either the
maker of the sound recording or the
performer.
************************************
Right to remuneration — Canada
19 (1) If a sound recording has been
published, the performer and maker are
entitled, subject to subsection 20(1), to be
paid equitable remuneration for its
performance in public or its communication
to the public by telecommunication, except
for a communication in the circumstances
referred to in paragraph 15(1.1)(d) or
18(1.1)(a) and any retransmission.

19. (2) En vue de cette rémunération,
quiconque exécute en public ou
communique au public par
télécommunication l’enregistrement sonore
publié doit verser des redevances :

a) dans le cas de l’enregistrement sonore
d’une oeuvre musicale, à la société de
gestion chargée, en vertu de la partie VII, de
les percevoir;
b) dans le cas de l’enregistrement sonore
d’une oeuvre littéraire ou d’une oeuvre
dramatique, soit au producteur, soit à
l’artiste-interprète.

************************************
Droit à rémunération : Canada
************************************
Fair Dealing
Marginal note: Research, private study, etc.
Research, private study, etc.
29 Fair dealing for the purpose of research,
private study, education, parody or satire
does not infringe copyright.

19 (1) Sous réserve du paragraphe 20(1),
l’artiste-interprète et le producteur ont
chacun droit à une rémunération équitable
pour l’exécution en public ou la
communication au public par
télécommunication — à l’exclusion de la
communication visée aux alinéas 15(1.1)d)
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R.S., 1985, c. C-42, s. 29R.S., 1985, c. 10
(4th Supp.), s. 71994, c. 47, s. 611997, c. 24,
s. 182012, c. 20, s. 21
Marginal note: Criticism or review

ou 18(1.1)a) et de toute retransmission — de
l’enregistrement sonore publié.
***********************************
Utilisation équitable

29.1 Fair dealing for the purpose of criticism
or review does not infringe copyright if the
following are mentioned:

Note marginale :Étude privée, recherche,
etc.

(a) the source; and
(b) if given in the source, the name of the
(i) author, in the case of a work,
(ii) performer, in the case of a performer’s
performance,
(iii) maker, in the case of a sound recording,
or
(iv) broadcaster, in the case of a
communication signal.

29 L’utilisation équitable d’une oeuvre ou
de tout autre objet du droit d’auteur aux fins
d’étude privée, de recherche, d’éducation, de
parodie ou de satire ne constitue pas une
violation du droit d’auteur.

L.R. (1985), ch. C-42, art. 29L.R. (1985),
ch. 10 (4e suppl.), art. 71994, ch. 47, art.
611997, ch. 24, art. 182012, ch. 20, art. 21
Note marginale: Critique et compte rendu

1997, c. 24, s. 18
29.1 L’utilisation équitable d’une oeuvre ou
de tout autre objet du droit d’auteur aux fins
de critique ou de compte rendu ne constitue
pas une violation du droit d’auteur à la
condition que soient mentionnés :
a) d’une part, la source;
b) d’autre part, si ces renseignements
figurent dans la source :
(i) dans le cas d’une oeuvre, le nom de
l’auteur,
(ii) dans le cas d’une prestation, le nom de
l’artiste-interprète,
(iii) dans le cas d’un enregistrement sonore,
le nom du producteur,
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(iv) dans le cas d’un signal de
communication, le nom du radiodiffuseur.
************************************
Limitation or prescription period for civil
remedies

************************************
Prescription

43.1 (1) Subject to subsection (2), a court
may award a remedy for any act or omission
that has been done contrary to this Act only
if

43.1 (1) Sous réserve du paragraphe (2), le
tribunal ne peut accorder de réparations à
l’égard d’un fait — acte ou omission —
contraire à la présente loi que dans les cas
suivants :

(a) the proceedings for the act or omission
giving rise to a remedy are commenced
within three years after it occurred, in the
case where the plaintiff knew, or could
reasonably have been expected to know, of
the act or omission at the time it occurred; or

a) le demandeur engage une procédure dans
les trois ans qui suivent le moment où le fait
visé par le recours a eu lieu, s’il avait
connaissance du fait au moment où il a eu
lieu ou s’il est raisonnable de s’attendre à ce
qu’il en ait eu connaissance à ce moment;

(b) the proceedings for the act or omission
giving rise to a remedy are commenced
within three years after the time when the
plaintiff first knew of it, or could reasonably
have been expected to know of it, in the case
where the plaintiff did not know, and could
not reasonably have been expected to know,
of the act or omission at the time it occurred

b) le demandeur engage une procédure dans
les trois ans qui suivent le moment où il a
pris connaissance du fait visé par le recours
ou le moment où il est raisonnable de
s’attendre à ce qu’il en ait pris connaissance,
s’il n’en avait pas connaissance au moment
où il a eu lieu ou s’il n’est pas raisonnable
de s’attendre à ce qu’il en ait eu
connaissance à ce moment.

************************************

************************************

Effect of fixing royalties

Portée de l’homologation

68.2 (1) Without prejudice to any other
remedies available to it, a collective society
may, for the period specified in its approved
tariff, collect the royalties specified in the
tariff and, in default of their payment,
recover them in a court of competent
jurisdiction.

68.2 (1) La société de gestion peut, pour la
période mentionnée au tarif homologué,
percevoir les redevances qui y figurent et,
indépendamment de tout autre recours, le
cas échéant, en poursuivre le recouvrement
en justice.
Note marginale: Interdiction des recours

Marginal note: Proceedings barred if
royalties tendered or paid

(2) Il ne peut être intenté aucun recours pour
violation des droits d’exécution en public ou
de communication au public par
télécommunication visés à l’article 3 ou des
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(2) No proceedings may be brought against a
person who has paid or offered to pay the
royalties specified in an approved tariff for
(a) the infringement of the right to perform
in public or the right to communicate to the
public by telecommunication, referred to in
section 3;
(b) the infringement of the rights referred to
in paragraph 15(1.1)(d) or 18(1.1)(a); or
(c) the recovery of royalties referred to in
section 19.
Marginal note: Continuation of rights
(3) Where a collective society files a
proposed tariff in accordance with
subsection 67.1(1),
(a) any person entitled to perform in public
or communicate to the public by
telecommunication those works, performer’s
performances or sound recordings pursuant
to the previous tariff may do so, even though
the royalties set out therein have ceased to
be in effect, and

droits visés aux alinéas 15(1.1)d) ou
18(1.1)a), ou pour recouvrement des
redevances visées à l’article 19, contre
quiconque a payé ou offert de payer les
redevances figurant au tarif homologué.
Note marginale :Maintien des droits
(3) Toute personne visée par un tarif
concernant les oeuvres, les prestations ou les
enregistrements sonores visés à l’article 67
peut, malgré la cessation d’effet du tarif, les
exécuter en public ou les communiquer au
public par télécommunication dès lors qu’un
projet de tarif a été déposé conformément au
paragraphe 67.1(1), et ce jusqu’à
l’homologation d’un nouveau tarif. Par
ailleurs, la société de gestion intéressée peut
percevoir les redevances prévues par le tarif
antérieur jusqu’à cette homologation.
1997, ch. 24, art. 45; 2012, ch. 20, art. 54.
Version précédente

(b) the collective society may collect the
royalties in accordance with the previous
tariff,
until the proposed tariff is approved.
1997, c. 24, s. 45; 2012, c. 20, s. 54.
************************************
Collective Administration in Relation to
Rights under Sections 3, 15, 18 and 21

************************************
Gestion collective relative aux droits visés
aux articles 3, 15, 18 et 21

Collective Societies

Sociétés de gestion

Marginal note:Collective societies

Note marginale :Sociétés de gestion
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70.1 Sections 70.11 to 70.6 apply in respect
of a collective society that operates

70.1 Les articles 70.11 à 70.6 s’appliquent
dans le cas des sociétés de gestion chargées
d’octroyer des licences établissant :

(a) a licensing scheme, applicable in relation
to a repertoire of works of more than one
author, pursuant to which the society sets out
the classes of uses for which and the
royalties and terms and conditions on which
it agrees to authorize the doing of an act
mentioned in section 3 in respect of those
works;

a) à l’égard d’un répertoire d’oeuvres de
plusieurs auteurs, les catégories d’utilisation
à l’égard desquelles l’accomplissement de
tout acte mentionné à l’article 3 est autorisé
ainsi que les redevances à verser et les
modalités à respecter pour obtenir une
licence;

(a.1) a licensing scheme, applicable in
relation to a repertoire of performer’s
performances of more than one performer,
pursuant to which the society sets out the
classes of uses for which and the royalties
and terms and conditions on which it agrees
to authorize the doing of an act mentioned in
section 15 in respect of those performer’s
performances;
(b) a licensing scheme, applicable in relation
to a repertoire of sound recordings of more
than one maker, pursuant to which the
society sets out the classes of uses for which
and the royalties and terms and conditions
on which it agrees to authorize the doing of
an act mentioned in section 18 in respect of
those sound recordings; or
(c) a licensing scheme, applicable in relation
to a repertoire of communication signals of
more than one broadcaster, pursuant to
which the society sets out the classes of uses
for which and the royalties and terms and
conditions on which it agrees to authorize
the doing of an act mentioned in section 21
in respect of those communication signals.

a.1) à l’égard d’un répertoire de prestations
de plusieurs artistes-interprètes, les
catégories d’utilisation à l’égard desquelles
l’accomplissement de tout acte mentionné à
l’article 15 est autorisé ainsi que les
redevances à verser et les modalités à
respecter pour obtenir une licence;
b) à l’égard d’un répertoire
d’enregistrements sonores de plusieurs
producteurs d’enregistrements sonores, les
catégories d’utilisation à l’égard desquelles
l’accomplissement de tout acte mentionné à
l’article 18 est autorisé ainsi que les
redevances à verser et les modalités à
respecter pour obtenir une licence;
c) à l’égard d’un répertoire de signaux de
communication de plusieurs radiodiffuseurs,
les catégories d’utilisation à l’égard
desquelles l’accomplissement de tout acte
mentionné à l’article 21 est autorisé ainsi
que les redevances à verser et les modalités
à respecter pour obtenir une licence.
L.R. (1985), ch. 10 (4e suppl.), art. 16; 1997,
ch. 24, art. 46.

R.S., 1985, c. 10 (4th Supp.), s. 16; 1997, c.
24, s. 46.
Marginal note:Public information

Note marginale :Demandes de
renseignements

70.11 A collective society referred to in
section 70.1 must answer within a

70.11 Ces sociétés de gestion sont tenues de
répondre, dans un délai raisonnable, aux
demandes de renseignements raisonnables
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reasonable time all reasonable requests from
the public for information about its
repertoire of works, performer’s
performances, sound recordings or
communication signals.

du public concernant le répertoire de telles
oeuvres, de telles prestations, de tels
enregistrements sonores ou de tels signaux
de communication, selon le cas.
1997, ch. 24, art. 46.

1997, c. 24, s. 46.
Tariff or agreement

Projets de tarif ou ententes

70.12 A collective society may, for the
purpose of setting out by licence the
royalties and terms and conditions relating to
classes of uses,

70.12 Les sociétés de gestion peuvent, en
vue d’établir par licence les redevances à
verser et les modalités à respecter
relativement aux catégories d’utilisation :

(a) file a proposed tariff with the Board; or

a) soit déposer auprès de la Commission un
projet de tarif;

(b) enter into agreements with users.
1997, c. 24, s. 46.
Tariffs

b) soit conclure des ententes avec les
utilisateurs.
1997, ch. 24, art. 46.

Marginal note:Filing of proposed tariffs
Projets de tarif
70.13 (1) Each collective society referred to
in section 70.1 may, on or before the March
31 immediately before the date when its last
tariff approved pursuant to subsection
70.15(1) expires, file with the Board a
proposed tariff, in both official languages, of
royalties to be collected by the collective
society for issuing licences.
Marginal note:Where no previous tariff

Note marginale :Dépôt d’un projet de tarif
70.13 (1) Les sociétés de gestion peuvent
déposer auprès de la Commission, au plus
tard le 31 mars précédant la cessation d’effet
d’un tarif homologué au titre du paragraphe
70.15(1), un projet de tarif, dans les deux
langues officielles, des redevances à
percevoir pour l’octroi de licences.

(2) A collective society referred to in
subsection (1) in respect of which no tariff
has been approved pursuant to subsection
70.15(1) shall file with the Board its
proposed tariff, in both official languages, of
all royalties to be collected by it for issuing
licences, on or before the March 31
immediately before its proposed effective
date.

Note marginale :Sociétés non régies par un
tarif homologué

1997, c. 24, s. 46.

1997, ch. 24, art. 46.

(2) Lorsque les sociétés de gestion ne sont
pas régies par un tarif homologué au titre du
paragraphe 70.15(1), le dépôt du projet de
tarif auprès de la Commission doit
s’effectuer au plus tard le 31 mars précédant
la date prévue pour sa prise d’effet.
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Marginal note:Application of certain
provisions

Note marginale :Application de certaines
dispositions

70.14 Where a proposed tariff is filed under
section 70.13, subsections 67.1(3) and (5)
and subsection 68(1) apply, with such
modifications as the circumstances require.

70.14 Dans le cas du dépôt, conformément à
l’article 70.13, d’un projet de tarif, les
paragraphes 67.1(3) et (5) et 68(1)
s’appliquent avec les adaptations
nécessaires.

1997, c. 24, s. 46.
Marginal note:Certification
70.15 (1) The Board shall certify the tariffs
as approved, with such alterations to the
royalties and to the terms and conditions
related thereto as the Board considers
necessary, having regard to any objections to
the tariffs.
Marginal note:Application of certain
provisions
(2) Where a tariff is approved under
subsection (1), subsections 68(4) and 68.2(1)
apply, with such modifications as the
circumstances require.

1997, ch. 24, art. 46.
Note marginale :Homologation
70.15 (1) La Commission homologue les
projets de tarifs après avoir apporté aux
redevances et aux modalités afférentes les
modifications qu’elle estime nécessaires
compte tenu, le cas échéant, des oppositions.
Note marginale :Application de certaines
dispositions
(2) Dans le cas d’un tarif homologué, les
paragraphes 68(4) et 68.2(1) s’appliquent
avec les adaptations nécessaires.

1997, c. 24, s. 46.
Marginal note:Distribution, publication of
notices

1997, ch. 24, art. 46.

70.16 Independently of any other provision
of this Act relating to the distribution or
publication of information or documents by
the Board, the Board shall notify persons
affected by a proposed tariff, by

70.16 La Commission doit ordonner l’envoi
ou la publication d’un avis à l’intention des
personnes visées par le projet de tarif,
indépendamment de toute autre disposition
de la présente loi relative à l’envoi ou à la
publication de renseignements ou de
documents, ou y procéder elle-même, et ce
de la manière et aux conditions qu’elle
estime indiquées.

(a) distributing or publishing a notice, or
(b) directing another person or body to
distribute or publish a notice,

Note marginale :Publication d’avis

1997, ch. 24, art. 46.
in such manner and on such terms and
conditions as the Board sees fit.

Note marginale :Interdiction des recours

1997, c. 24, s. 46.
Marginal note:Prohibition of enforcement

70.17 Sous réserve de l’article 70.19, il ne
peut être intenté aucun recours pour
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70.17 Subject to section 70.19, no
proceedings may be brought for the
infringement of a right referred to in section
3, 15, 18 or 21 against a person who has paid
or offered to pay the royalties specified in an
approved tariff.

violation d’un droit prévu aux articles 3, 15,
18 ou 21 contre quiconque a payé ou offert
de payer les redevances figurant au tarif
homologué.
1997, ch. 24, art. 46.
Maintien des droits

1997, c. 24, s. 46.
Marginal note:Prohibition of enforcement
70.17 Subject to section 70.19, no
proceedings may be brought for the
infringement of a right referred to in section
3, 15, 18 or 21 against a person who has paid
or offered to pay the royalties specified in an
approved tariff.
1997, c. 24, s. 46.

70.18 Sous réserve de l’article 70.19 et
malgré la cessation d’effet du tarif, toute
personne autorisée par la société de gestion
à accomplir tel des actes visés aux articles 3,
15, 18 ou 21, selon le cas, a le droit, dès lors
qu’un projet de tarif est déposé
conformément à l’article 70.13, d’accomplir
cet acte et ce jusqu’à l’homologation d’un
nouveau tarif. Par ailleurs, la société de
gestion intéressée peut percevoir les
redevances prévues par le tarif antérieur
jusqu’à cette homologation.

Continuation of rights
1997, ch. 24, art. 46.
70.18 Subject to section 70.19, where a
collective society files a proposed tariff in
accordance with section 70.13,
(a) any person authorized by the collective
society to do an act referred to in section 3,
15, 18 or 21, as the case may be, pursuant to
the previous tariff may do so, even though
the royalties set out therein have ceased to
be in effect, and

Note marginale :Non-application des articles
70.17 et 70.18
70.19 Les articles 70.17 et 70.18 ne
s’appliquent pas aux questions réglées par
toute entente visée à l’alinéa 70.12b).
1997, ch. 24, art. 46.
Note marginale :Entente

(b) the collective society may collect the
royalties in accordance with the previous
tariff,
until the proposed tariff is approved.
1997, c. 24, s. 46.
Marginal note:Where agreement exists
70.19 If there is an agreement mentioned in
paragraph 70.12(b), sections 70.17 and 70.18

70.191 Le tarif homologué ne s’applique pas
en cas de conclusion d’une entente entre une
société de gestion et une personne autorisée
à accomplir tel des actes visés aux articles 3,
15, 18 ou 21, selon le cas, si cette entente est
exécutoire pendant la période d’application
du tarif homologué.
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do not apply in respect of the matters
covered by the agreement.

1997, ch. 24, art. 46.

1997, c. 24, s. 46.
Marginal note:Agreement
70.191 An approved tariff does not apply
where there is an agreement between a
collective society and a person authorized to
do an act mentioned in section 3, 15, 18 or
21, as the case may be, if the agreement is in
effect during the period covered by the
approved tariff.

Fixation des redevances dans des cas
particuliers

1997, c. 24, s. 46.
Fixing of Royalties in Individual Cases
Marginal note:Application to fix amount of
royalty, etc.
70.2 (1) Where a collective society and any
person not otherwise authorized to do an act
mentioned in section 3, 15, 18 or 21, as the
case may be, in respect of the works, sound
recordings or communication signals
included in the collective society’s repertoire
are unable to agree on the royalties to be
paid for the right to do the act or on their
related terms and conditions, either of them
or a representative of either may, after
giving notice to the other, apply to the Board
to fix the royalties and their related terms
and conditions.
Marginal note: Fixing royalties, etc.
(2) The Board may fix the royalties and their
related terms and conditions in respect of a
licence during such period of not less than
one year as the Board may specify and, as
soon as practicable after rendering its
decision, the Board shall send a copy
thereof, together with the reasons therefor, to
the collective society and the person
concerned or that person’s representative.

Note marginale :Demande de fixation de
redevances
70.2 (1) À défaut d’une entente sur les
redevances, ou les modalités afférentes,
relatives à une licence autorisant l’intéressé
à accomplir tel des actes mentionnés aux
articles 3, 15, 18 ou 21, selon le cas, la
société de gestion ou l’intéressé, ou leurs
représentants, peuvent, après en avoir avisé
l’autre partie, demander à la Commission de
fixer ces redevances ou modalités.
Note marginale :Modalités de la fixation
(2) La Commission peut, selon les
modalités, mais pour une période minimale
d’un an, qu’elle arrête, fixer les redevances
et les modalités afférentes relatives à la
licence. Dès que possible après la fixation,
elle en communique un double, accompagné
des motifs de sa décision, à la société de
gestion et à l’intéressé, ou au représentant de
celui-ci.
L.R. (1985), ch. 10 (4e suppl.), art. 16; 1997,
ch. 24, art. 46.
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R.S., 1985, c. 10 (4th Supp.), s. 16; 1997, c.
24, s. 46.

Marginal note:Agreement
70.3 (1) The Board shall not proceed with an
application under section 70.2 where a
notice is filed with the Board that an
agreement touching the matters in issue has
been reached.

Marginal note:Idem
(2) An agreement referred to in subsection
(1) is effective during the year following the
expiration of the previous agreement, if any,
or of the last period specified under
subsection 70.2(2).
R.S., 1985, c. 10 (4th Supp.), s. 16.
Effect of Board decision
70.4 Where any royalties are fixed for a
period pursuant to subsection 70.2(2), the
person concerned may, during the period,
subject to the related terms and conditions
fixed by the Board and to the terms and
conditions set out in the scheme and on
paying or offering to pay the royalties, do
the act with respect to which the royalties
and their related terms and conditions are
fixed and the collective society may, without
prejudice to any other remedies available to
it, collect the royalties or, in default of their
payment, recover them in a court of
competent jurisdiction.
R.S., 1985, c. 10 (4th Supp.), s. 16; 1997, c.
24, s. 47.
Examination of Agreements
Definition of “Commissioner”

Note marginale :Entente préjudicielle
70.3 (1) Le dépôt auprès de la Commission
d’un avis faisant état d’une entente conclue
avant la fixation opère dessaisissement.

Note marginale :Durée de l’entente
(2) L’entente visée au paragraphe (1) vaut,
sauf stipulation d’une durée plus longue,
pour un an à compter de la date d’expiration
de l’entente précédente ou de la période
visée au paragraphe 70.2(2).
L.R. (1985), ch. 10 (4e suppl.), art. 16.
Portée de la fixation
70.4 L’intéressé peut, pour la période arrêtée
par la Commission, accomplir les actes à
l’égard desquels des redevances ont été
fixées, moyennant paiement ou offre de
paiement de ces redevances et
conformément aux modalités afférentes
fixées par la Commission et à celles établies
par la société de gestion au titre de son
système d’octroi de licences. La société de
gestion peut, pour la même période,
percevoir les redevances ainsi fixées et,
indépendamment de tout autre recours, en
poursuivre le recouvrement en justice.
L.R. (1985), ch. 10 (4e suppl.), art. 16; 1997,
ch. 24, art. 47
Examen des ententes
Définition de « commissaire »
70.5 (1) Pour l’application du présent article
et de l’article 70.6, « commissaire » s’entend
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70.5 (1) For the purposes of this section and
section 70.6, “Commissioner” means the
Commissioner of Competition appointed
under the Competition Act.
Marginal note:Filing agreement with the
Board
(2) Where a collective society concludes an
agreement to grant a licence authorizing a
person to do an act mentioned in section 3,
15, 18 or 21, as the case may be, the
collective society or the person may file a
copy of the agreement with the Board within
fifteen days after it is concluded.
Marginal note:Idem
(3) Section 45 of the Competition Act does
not apply in respect of any royalties or
related terms and conditions arising under an
agreement filed in accordance with
subsection (2).

du commissaire de la concurrence nommé
au titre de la Loi sur la concurrence.
Note marginale :Dépôt auprès de la
Commission
(2) Dans les quinze jours suivant la
conclusion d’une entente en vue de l’octroi
d’une licence autorisant l’utilisateur à
accomplir tel des actes mentionnés aux
articles 3, 15, 18 ou 21, selon le cas, la
société de gestion ou l’utilisateur peuvent en
déposer un double auprès de la Commission.
Note marginale :Précision
(3) L’article 45 de la Loi sur la concurrence
ne s’applique pas aux redevances et aux
modalités afférentes objet de toute entente
déposée conformément au paragraphe (2).

Note marginale :Accès
Marginal note: Access by Commissioner
(4) The Commissioner may have access to
the copy of an agreement filed in accordance
with subsection (2).
Marginal note: Request for examination
(5) Where the Commissioner considers that
an agreement filed in accordance with
subsection (2) is contrary to the public
interest, the Commissioner may, after
advising the parties concerned, request the
Board to examine the agreement.
R.S., 1985, c. 10 (4th Supp.), s. 16; 1997, c.
24, s. 48; 1999, c. 2, ss. 45, 46.
Marginal note:Examination and fixing of
royalty

(4) Le commissaire peut avoir accès au
double de l’entente.
Note marginale :Demande d’examen
(5) S’il estime qu’une telle entente est
contraire à l’intérêt public, le commissaire
peut, après avoir avisé les parties, demander
à la Commission d’examiner l’entente.
L.R. (1985), ch. 10 (4e suppl.), art. 16; 1997,
ch. 24, art. 48; 1999, ch. 2, art. 45 et 46.
Note marginale: Examen et fixation
70.6 (1) Dès que possible, la Commission
procède à l’examen de la demande et, après
avoir donné au commissaire et aux parties la
possibilité de faire valoir leurs arguments,
elle peut modifier les redevances et les
modalités afférentes objet de l’entente, et en
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70.6 (1) The Board shall, as soon as
practicable, consider a request by the
Commissioner to examine an agreement and
the Board may, after giving the
Commissioner and the parties concerned an
opportunity to present their arguments, alter
the royalties and any related terms and
conditions arising under the agreement, in
which case section 70.4 applies with such
modifications as the circumstances require.

fixer de nouvelles; l’article 70.4 s’applique,
compte tenu des adaptations nécessaires, à
cette fixation.
Note marginale :Communication
(2) Dès que possible après la fixation, la
Commission en communique un double,
accompagné des motifs de sa décision, à la
société de gestion, à l’utilisateur et au
commissaire.

Marginal note: Idem
(2) As soon as practicable after rendering its
decision, the Board shall send a copy
thereof, together with the reasons therefor, to
the parties concerned and to the
Commissioner.

L.R. (1985), ch. 10 (4e suppl.), art. 16; 1997,
ch. 24, art. 49(F); 1999, ch. 2, art. 46.

R.S., 1985, c. 10 (4th Supp.), s. 16; 1997, c.
24, s. 49(F); 1999, c. 2, s. 46.

************************************
Levy on Blank Audio Recording Media

***********************************
Redevances

Marginal note:Liability to pay levy

Note marginale :Obligation

82. (1) Every person who, for the purpose of
trade, manufactures a blank audio recording
medium in Canada or imports a blank audio
recording medium into Canada

82. (1) Quiconque fabrique au Canada ou y
importe des supports audio vierges à des fins
commerciales est tenu :

(a) is liable, subject to subsection (2) and
section 86, to pay a levy to the collecting
body on selling or otherwise disposing of
those blank audio recording media in
Canada; and
(b) shall, in accordance with subsection
83(8), keep statements of account of the
activities referred to in paragraph (a), as well
as of exports of those blank audio recording
media, and shall furnish those statements to
the collecting body.

a) sous réserve du paragraphe (2) et de
l’article 86, de payer à l’organisme de
perception une redevance sur la vente ou
toute autre forme d’aliénation de ces
supports au Canada;
b) d’établir, conformément au paragraphe
83(8), des états de compte relatifs aux
activités visées à l’alinéa a) et aux activités
d’exportation de ces supports, et de les
communiquer à l’organisme de perception.
Note marginale :Exportations
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Marginal note: No levy for exports
(2) No levy is payable where it is a term of
the sale or other disposition of the blank
audio recording medium that the medium is
to be exported from Canada, and it is
exported from Canada.

(2) Aucune redevance n’est toutefois
payable sur les supports audio vierges
lorsque leur exportation est une condition de
vente ou autre forme d’aliénation et qu’ils
sont effectivement exportés.
1997, ch. 24, art. 50.

1997, c. 24, s. 50.
************************************
No copyright, etc., except by statute

************************************
Revendication d’un droit d’auteur

89. No person is entitled to copyright
otherwise than under and in accordance with
this Act or any other Act of Parliament, but
nothing in this section shall be construed as
abrogating any right or jurisdiction in
respect of a breach of trust or confidence.
1997, c. 24, s. 50.

************************************

89. Nul ne peut revendiquer un droit
d’auteur autrement qu’en application de la
présente loi ou de toute autre loi fédérale; le
présent article n’a toutefois pas pour effet
d’empêcher, en cas d’abus de confiance, un
individu de faire valoir son droit ou un
tribunal de réprimer l’abus.
1997, ch. 24, art. 50.
************************************
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in particular when compared with use of a work that was
confidential.
(6) The effect of the dealing on the work. The Supreme Court did not
attempt a detailed analysis of this factor, noting only that it included
consideration of any competition with the market for the original
work and that although 'an important factor, it is neither the only
factor nor the most important factor that a court must consider in
deciding if the dealing is fair'. 63 As noted in Chapter 5, there are
challenges in determining what considerations should be relevant to
any market-focused factor, including the operation of normative and
empirical considerations.
Applying these factors, the Supreme Court held that the Law Society's
activities were fair, as assessed by the Access to the Law Policy. For
instance, the Policy placed limits on when requests would be filled, based
on the user's purpose and the amount of material requested. It stated that
only single copies would be provided. The nature of the copied items legal materials - also supported fair dealing. Further, the Supreme Court
concluded that there were not any reasonable alternatives to the dealing,
noting that it would not be realistic to expect researchers to perform all
their research onsite. Nor was it relevant to this factor that a licence could
be obtained from the copyright owners: '[i]f a copyright owner were
allowed to licence people to use its work and then point to a person's
decision not to obtain a licence as proof that his or her dealings were not
fair, this would extend the scope of the owner's monopoly over the use of
his or her work in a manner that would not be consistent with the
Copyright Act's balance between owner's rights and user's interests. '64
Finally, the publishers did not introduce any evidence that the market for
their works was impacted by the Great Library's photocopying service.

III

The Response from Lawyers

A

Later Cases

By the time of the Canadian fieldwork, a number of cases had cited or
applied CCH, in particular its dicta on originality and infringement by
authorisation. 65 However, two cases stood out as being of particular
63
64
65

Ibid., para. 59, citing Pro Sieben Media AGv. Carlton UK Television Ltd (1999) FSR 610.
Ibid., para. 70.
See, e.g., BMG Canada Inc v. John Doe (2004) 3 FCR 241; Society of Composers,
Authors and Music Publishers of Canada v. Canadian Association of Internet Providers
(2004) 2 SCR 427; Robertson v. Thomson Corporation (2006) 2 SCR 363; Canadian
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relevance to the empirical work as they analysed elements of the Supreme
Court's decision that are relevant to exceptions. The first was the
decision of Bastarache J in Euro-Excellence Inc v. Kraft Canada Inc, in
relation to the philosophy of copyright. 66 The second was the Copyright
Board's Tariff No. 22A decision in relation to fair dealing. 67 The facts
of Euro-Excellence and Tariff No. 22A were both removed from CCH,
demonstrating the decision's potential to influence outcomes in a variety
of cases. Furthermore, the reasons delivered by Bastarache J in EuroExcellence evidenced a clear intention to adopt a robust if not extended
approach to the reasoning in CCH. 68 These cases, in the way they treated
CCH, seemed to confirm its status as the most important fair dealing
decision to have been handed down by a Canadian court.
1 Euro-Excellence After CCH it was common for courts to refer
to the 'dual purposes' of and 'balance' in copyright law. 69 However, one
judgment was particularly significant because of its depth of analysis
regarding the philosophy of copyright: the decision of Bastarache J in
Euro-Excellence. This case related to the parallel importation into Canada,
by Euro, of Cote d'Or and Toblerone chocolate bars. Kraft had contractual arrangements with the European makers, under which it was the
exclusive distributor of each product. In an attempt to stop Euro's
activity, the European makers registered as artistic works various logos
associated with the chocolate bars, and then executed an exclusive
licence in favour of Kraft in relation to use of those works in Canada.
Kraft sought to use its rights under this licence to bring proceedings for
secondary infringement against Euro, 70 on the basis that Euro had contravened section 27(2)(e) of the Copyright Act:
It is an infringement of copyright for any person to ... import into Canada for
the purpose of doing anything referred to in paragraphs (a) to (c) [namely,
sale and other commercial dealings] .. . a copy of a work .. . that the

66
67

68
69

°

7

Wireless Telecommunications Association v. Society of Composers, Authors and Music
Publishers of Canada [2008] 3 FCR 539.
[2007) 3 SCR 20.
.
Statement of Royalties to be Collected by SOCAN for the Communication to the Public by
Telecommunication, in Canada, of Musical or Dramatico-Musical Works, Tariff No 22A
(Internet - Online Music Services) 1996-2006, Copyright Board of Canada, 18
October 2007.
See, e.g., Hughes, n. 11 above, 58-60.
See, e.g., Society of Composers, Authors and Music Publishers of Canada v. Canadian
Association of Internet Providers, n. 65 above, 448-449; Robertson v. Thomson
Corporation, n. 65 above, para. 69 (Abella J).
,
Kraft was the Canadian owner of'Cote d'Or' and 'Toblerone' trade marks but it did not
rely on those rights in the proceedings.
/
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person knows or should have known infringes copyright or would infringe
copyright if it had been made in Canada by the person who made it.

Kraft were successful at first instance and in the Court of Appeal, 71 but in
the Supreme Court a split bench held in favour ofEuro.72 Of the judges
in the majority, four decided the case by reference to the words of section
27, 73 whilst three others, in reasons delivered by Bastarache J, grounded
their decision in a purposive understanding of copyright law informed by
CCH and Theberge. 74 Justice Bastarache referred to statements in both
cases regarding the dual purposes of copyright law, 75 and observed that
fair dealing was an 'essential part of copyright protection' because it
recognises 'the limited nature of the rights of a copyright holder' and
that '[n]ot every substantial reproduction of a copyrighted work counts as
an infringement of copyright'. 76
Justice Bastarche went further, however, by drawing from Theberge the
proposition that to achieve balance, copyright protection should be
limited to the 'legitimate economic interests' of rightsholders.i" In his
opinion, given copyright exists to protect 'the economic gains resulting
from an exercise of skill and judgment', such protection 'cannot be
leveraged to include protection of economic interests that are only tangentially related to the copyrighted work'. 78 In this case, the relevant
copyright work was incidental to the consumer good being sold - it was a
logo on the packaging of a chocolate bar. Justice Bastarache stated that
paragraph ( e) dealt with importation of infringing copies of 'works which
are the result of skill and judgment' and not merely consumer goods that
have a 'copyrighted work affixed to their wrapper'.79

71

Kraft Canada Inc v. Euro Excellence Inc (2004] 4 FCR 410 (Federal Court per Harrington
Euro Excellence Inc v. Kraft Canada Inc et al (2006] 3 FCR 91 (Federal Court of

D;
72

73

74
76
77
79

Appeal).
Although seven judges held for Euro and two dissented (McLachlan CJ and Abella D,
three of the majority judges noted that if, contrary to their opinion, section 27 was
applicable, they would have agreed with the dissenting judges that its infringement had
been established by Kraft (which would have generated a 5-4 decision in favour
of Kraft).
Binnie, Deschamps and Rothstein JJ, with whom Fish J agreed. They held that Euro's
conduct did not contravenes. 27(2)(e) because Kraft could not establish that Euro had
imported a copy of a work that 'would infringe copyright if it had been made in Canada
by the person who made it'. The 'person who made it' was the European makers, and
Kraft, as exclusive licensee, could not maintain an action against them.
75
Theberge, n. 47 above.
Euro-Excellence, n. 66 above, 60.
Ibid., 59, referring to A. Drassinower, 'Taking User Rights Seriously' in M. Geist (ed),
In the Public Interest: The Future of Canadian Copyright Law (Toronto: Irwin Law, 2005).
78
Ibid., 58.
Ibid., 62.
Ibid., 63. Similar statements were made in relation to infringement by sale in
paragraph (a).
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of CCR as an extremely important case m Canadian copyright
jurisprudence.
2 Tariff No. 22A More relevant to cultural institutions was the
reasoning of the Copyright Board of Canada in its Tariff No. 22A decision, handed down in October 2007. The Society of Authors, Composers and Music Publishers of Canada (SOCAN) had been involved
in longstanding litigation to set tariffs for the online communication of
music for the period 1996 to 2006. There had already been a series of
proceedings in relation to the tariff, including appeals to the Federal
Court of Appeal and Supreme Court. 85 The matter was then returned
to the Board so it could deal with some discrete questions and determine
whether SOCAN's tariff should be certified. At this point, fair dealing
was not amongst the issues being presented to the Board. Instead, the
question of whether it was a fair dealing for the purpose of research for
online music sellers to offer previews of works - i.e., short excerpts to
help consumers identify and select music they wished to purchase - was
undertaken on the initiative of the Board and without submissions from
the parties. To the extent that fair dealing was applicable, it would bring
those excerpts outside the parameters of the tariff.
The Board concluded that fair dealing applied to previews. In a decision that quoted extensively from CCR, it noted that 'research' is not
limited to non-commercial and private activities, and that if copying legal
materials for the purpose of giving legal advice is 'research', 'so is
streaming a preview with a view to deciding whether or not to purchase
a download or CD'. 86 As in CCR, it was not fatal that music sites were
not themselves conducting research, so long as they were facilitating the
research of others. 87 The Board then turned to the question of fairness
and, applying all six fairness factors recognised in CCR, held that each
one supported the application of fair dealing to the practices before it. 88
For instance, the length of extracts and their availability through
streaming but not download helped ensure that an excerpt only satisfied
research purposes rather than substituting for the original work. The
amount of the dealing was also modest when compared with ordinary
consumption of musical works (which are listened to repeatedly and in
toto). The Board could not think of a better or even viable alternative to
ensure consumers selected the correct work, the availability of a licence
85
86
88

See Society of Composers, Authors and Music Publishers of Canada v. Canadian Association of
Internet Providers [2002] FCA 166; [2004] SCC 45.
87
Tariff No. 22A, n. 67 above, para. 109.
Ibid., para. 108.
Ibid., paras. 111-115.
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being irrelevant to determinations of fairness. Finally, the Board considered that any market impact would be positive, as facilitating consumer search activity for what it characterised as 'objects of commerce'
would support sales, to the benefit of copyright owners.
A number of observations can be made about the Tariff No. 22A
decision. First, it detached 'research' from the concept of 'private study',
at least in so far as it accepted a definition of research that included
investigation that would not fall within ordinary understandings of study.
As noted by the Board in its comparison between the facts before it and
those in CCH, '[t]he object of the investigation [here] is different, as are
the level of expertise required and the consequences of performing an
inadequate search. Those are differences in degree, not differences in
nature'. 89 Thus the Board emphasised a process of research that consumers were required to undertake to identify music they wished to
purchase and held that auditioning previews was part of that
investigation.
Second, by adopting this reasoning, the Board gave effect to the CCH
directive that research be given a liberal interpretation. Not only was it
accepted that 'research' could be connected with ordinary consumer
transactions (and not just high-brow activities involving thick books with
big words), but the Board's fair dealing assessment was done by reference to the fairness and research orientation of the policies and practices
of the music providers. 90
Third, the Tariff No. 22A decision applied to audio works rather than
textual materials. This was significant because much existing case law on
the research limb has considered uses of literary works - examination
papers, study guides, newspaper articles and the like91 - leading to
possible difficulties in applying dicta to other copyright works, or even
to a perception that fair dealing does not apply to non-print items.
Finally, the Board held that fair dealing was applicable, even though
the relevant works were being transmitted to an effectively unlimited
audience of internet users, as other factors - such as the amount
extracted and its lack of competition with full copies purchased for repeat
listening - favoured fair dealing. Thus, even though CCH applied to the
analogue world of library photocopying and dealt with a service dispatching point-to-point single copies, the Copyright Board did not consider
fair dealing as inapplicable where copies were more broadly available.
The Tariff No. 22A decision therefore confirmed and built on the
89
91

90
Ibid., para. 109.
Ibid., para. 116.
See University of London Press v. University Tutorial Press [1916] 2 Ch 601, Sillitoe, n. 21
above and De Garis, n. 19 above.
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precedent of CCH, sending a clear message that fair dealing can play a
role in the online environment.

B

Academic Commentary

As noted at the outset of this chapter, the decision in CCH elicited a great
deal of commentary: much laudatory, some equivocal, but all acknowledging its significance for understandings of copyright and the role of
exceptions. Particularly for those who supported the decision's explicit
users' rights language, CCH represented a welcome shift away from
narrow, pro-owner interpretations of fair dealing. For instance, Abraham
Drassinower encapsulated the views of many academics when he wrote
that CCH 'is rightly and widely regarded as bringing forth a truly fundamental shift in the way Canadian copyright law is to be understood and
practiced'. 92 Commentary that was openly hostile to CCH is more difficult to come by, although some writing hinted that the Supreme Court's
rejection of fair dealing orthodoxy was unprincipled and unlikely to
persevere. 93
This section explores four propositions that recurred in the academic
response to CCH. There were that: (1) the case 'changed the copyright
landscape' through its users' rights language;94 (2) the elucidation of the
six fairness factors, and the liberal interpretation of 'research', injected
much-needed flexibility and responsiveness into fair dealing; (3) CCH
could have a significant influence on user practices, including in the
cultural institution sector; and ( 4) Canadian fair dealing now shared
much common ground with fair use from US law. Each of these is
discussed in turn.
Starting with the users' rights language, a number of different terms
have been used to describe statutory provisions that permit activity that
would otherwise infringe copyright, 95 such as exceptions (the language
92
93

94
95

Drassinower, n. 76 above, p. 462.
For example, Justice Hughes, writing extra-judicially, described the degree to which
CCH departed from the restrictive interpretations of fair dealing in the prevailing case
law. He attributed this shift to the lack of legislative appetite to undertake a wholesale
review of Canadian copyright law: Hughes, n. 11 above, 60. Although not commenting
on the merits of the CCH approach, his analysis might cause the reader to doubt the
longevity of the decision.
L. Murray and S. Trosow, Canadian Copyright: A Citizen's Guide (Toronto: Between the
Lines, 2007), p. 74.
See, e.g., D. Vaver, 'Canada's Intellectual Property Framework: A Comparative
Overview' (2004) 17 Intellectual Property Journal 125, 148-149; A. Sims, 'Abundant
Pest or Endangered Species? The Future of Fair Dealing in Copyright Law' (2008) 14
New Zealand Business Law Quarterly 231, 239-240.
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used in the Canadian statute),96 limitations and defences. 97 However, in
David Vaver's book on copyright law published in 2000, these provisions
were addressed under the heading 'Users' Rights'.98 This text was highly
influential on the decisions handed down by the Federal Court of Appeal
and Supreme Court in CCH, both of which quoted with approval from
Vaver's work.99 In their guide to copyright published in 2007, Laura
Murray and Samuel Trosow also used the terminology of users' rights,
noting that had their book 'been written even just a few years earlier',
they would have referred to 'exceptions to infringement'. 100
This raises the question of the analytical significance of the phrase
'users' rights'. For instance, it might be argued that in the absence of
some Hohfeldian-style significance to the term 'rights', in which copyright owners have corresponding duties, 101 there is no meaningful difference in styling fair dealing as a users' right as opposed to a defence,
exception, limitation and so forth.102 Similarly, one might speculate
whether the Supreme Court's reference to users' rights was nothing more
than a judicial shorthand to reiterate existing mantras on balance in
copyright law:103 For many commentators, however, the users' rights
terminology of CCH was highly significant as it explained or even reconceptualised the role of exceptions in copyright law. For instance,
Matthew Rimmer argued that the Supreme Court decision affirmed the

96
97

98

99
100
101

102

103

Canadian Copyright Act ss. 29-32.2 (headed 'Exceptions').
See, e.g., L. Harris, Canadian Copyright Law, 3rd edition (Toronto: McGraw Hill, 2001),
pp. 126-150 (discussing 'limitations on, or exceptions from' rights of authors and
copyright holders in a chapter titled 'limitations on rights'); E. Judge and D. Gervais,
Intellectual Property: The Law in Canada (Toronto: Thomson Carswell, 2005), pp. 80-98
(using the terminology of 'exceptions' in their analysis of 'Statutory Defences').
Vaver, n. 50. above, pp. 169-227. Vaver was not the first scholar to use the language of
users' rights in relation to copyright: see, e.g., L. Patterson and S. Lindberg, The Nature
of Copyright: A Law of Users' Rights (Athens: University of Georgia Press, 1991). For a
recent contribution that presents a broader picture of users' rights by bringing together
analysis of copyright, tangible property and contract, see P. Chapdelaine, Copyright User
Rights: Contracts and the Erosion of Property (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2017).
CCH Court of Appeal, n. 40 above 441; CCH, n. 5 above, para. 48.
Murray and Trosow, n. 94 above, p. 74.
W. Hohfeld, 'Some Fundamental Legal Conceptions as Applied in Legal Reasoning'
(1913) 23 Yale Law Journal 16. For discussion, see, e.g., H. Breakey, 'User's Rights and
the Public Domain' (201 OJ Intellectual Property Quarterly 312; Chapdelaine, n. 98 above,
pp. 45-54.
Others have argued that there is or should be a qualitative difference between, for instance,
what we label as 'exceptions' and 'limitations': e.g., A. Drassinower, 'Exceptions Properly
So-Called' in A. Drassinower and Y. Gendreau (eds), Language and Copyright (Montreal:
Carswell, 2010); A. Christie, 'Maximising Permissible Exceptions to Intellectual Property
Rights' in A. Kur and V. Mizaras (eds), The Structure of Intellectual Property Law: Can One
Size Fit All? (Cheltenham: Edward Elgar, 2011).
For a consideration (and rejection) of this view, see Gervais, n. 12 above, 155-156.
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importance of exceptions for cultural institutions: that they are not
'historical accidents and contingencies' but are 'essential and necessary
to promote ... education, learning and research'. 104 Carys Craig noted
the potential for 'conflicts between owners and users to be fought on
equal footing' because rights-based language legitimises and elevates the
user interest.l " Similarly, Daniel Gervais noted that '[w]hen reading
CCH, one is drawn to the conclusion that the court weighted the authors'
exclusive rights and the users' "right" to use the work on level plates of
the proverbial scale' .106 He suggested that the Supreme Court was saying
that ' [ u] sers have a "right" to deal fairly with a protected work' in
furtherance of the broader 'equilibrium' the Act is trying to achieve.107
Even Normand Tamaro, who was sceptical of CCH if his Annotated
Copyright Act is anything to go by, 108 amended the introductory remarks
from previous editions to add that the 'modern' rule is that exceptions
must be 'construed to their fullest extent' .109
Second, one of the recurring themes in the commentary was that CCH
created, for the first time in Canada, an explicit but flexible framework
for fair dealing analysis.i!" Gervais saw this as 'perhaps the area where
the Court's decision, in confirming with some clarifications the Court of
Appeal's approach, may have a significant impact' .111 Murray and Trosow noted that in the absence of legislative reform, 'the test in CCH
constitutes the most authoritative guide to the question of fair dealing' .112 It therefore became standard for copyright treatises to include
extensive discussion on the meaning of fairness following the six-factor
analysis in CCH. 113
A third theme in the academic commentary was that CCH may have a
significant influence on the development of fair dealing practices and
industry norms. Precisely how this impact would manifest was not
104
105

106
108
109
110
112
113

M. Rimmer, 'Canadian Rhapsody: Copyright Law and Research Libraries' (2004) 35
Australian Academic & Research Libraries 193.
Craig, n. 13 above, p. 454. Craig has also argued that there are risks associated with
users' rights language, notably that it may be to accept that authors are granted strong,
individual rights: C. Craig, 'Globalizing User Rights-Talk: On Copyright Limits and
Rhetorical Risks' (2017) 33 American University International Law Review 1.
107
Gervais, n. 12 above, 156.
Ibid., 157.
The analysis of CCH being, in comparison with other topics, particularly heavy on
editorialising.
E.g., Normand Tamaro, 2009 Annotated Copyright Act (Toronto: Carswell, 2008),
p. 525.
111
See, e.g., Scassa, n. 8 above, 96.
Gervais, n. 12 above, 157.
Murray and Trosow, n. 94 above, p. 81.
See, e.g., Judge and Gervais, n. 97 above, pp. 84'--85; Murray and Trosow, n. 94 above,
pp. 81-85; see also The Canadian Encyclopedic Digest (Western), Fourth Edition, Volume
8, Title 35, 'Copyright' (title current to November 2008), para. 279.
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necessarily explored in detail, but scholars saw much promise for the
decision. For instance, Drassinower's words were ripe with CCH's
potential: the case 'is rightly and widely regarded as bringing forth a truly
fundamental shift in the way Canadian copyright law is to be understood
and practiced'. 114 There was also the suggestion from Scassa that cultural institutions may benefit from a liberalised fair dealing provision:
The impact of CCH Canadian is likely to be far-ranging. . . . Individual and
institutional users of works are given broader latitude to make use of the works
without payment to the creators. The implications of the decision may be
particularly important for those who assist users in accessing works; such as
libraries, schools and other public institutions.115

In Scassa's view, acceptance that fair dealing could apply to a fair and
research-based copying policy was particularly significant for institutional users with document delivery services, as it alleviated the need
for each individual request to be monitored closely. 116 Pina D' Agostino
made a similar point, noting that CCH might open the way to other
industry- or sector-specific guidelines being given judicial approval, with
attendant benefits in discouraging litigation and encouraging permissible
re-use of protected material. 117
Finally, the perceived liberalisation of fair dealing by CCH led to
comparative analysis, 118 in particular with the position in the United
States. Pre-CCH analysis observed what Vaver termed a 'striking' contrast between US and Canadian law, 119 particularly by virtue of the openended fair use exception in the former. Following 2004, there was said to
be a greater synergy between the two systems, not only in the relevant
fairness factors, but the types of activities to which fair dealing and fair
use might apply. This is encapsulated in the following statement of
Gervais, who wrote in 2004 that there is
little doubt that with respect to fair dealing Canada's copyright legislation is now
closely aligned with the United States' fair use doctrine. Canadian courts do,
however, have significantly more flexibility in that, first, they do not have to apply
all criteria in each case; and, second, criteria (1) and (6) are defined in a more
open fashion than the corresponding US criteria. An important distinction
between the two systems is that for the dealing to be fair in Canada, it must be
114
117

118

119

115
116
Drassinower, n. 76 above, 462.
Scassa, n. 8 above, 89.
Ibid., 94.
G. D'Agostino, 'Healing Fair Dealing? A Comparative Analysis of Canada's Fair
Dealing to UK Fair Dealing and US Fair Use' (2008) 53 McGill Law Journal
309, 357.
See, e.g., D'Agostino, ibid.; B. Ong; 'Fissures in the Facade of Fair Dealing: Users'
Rights in Works Protected by Copyright' [2004] Singapore Journal of Legal Studies 150
(drawing some comparisons with fair dealing law in Singapore).
Vaver, n. 95 above, 149.
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for a designated purpose. Yet, even on this point the two systems are fairly
120
close.

D' Agostino's work echoed these sentiments. In her comparison of Canadian and UK fair dealing and US fair use, she concluded that in contrast
with the United Kingdom, the enumerated purposes in Canadian law
'are no longer rigid', and when compared with the United States, the
fairness factors were more flexible, as they provide a 'future guiding
framework' for analysis and may be supplemented by other considerations. 121 Overall, D'Agostino considered Canada's regime 'the most
user-centred'. 122

IV

The Response from Cultural Institutions

A

Introduction

The analysis in Section III suggested that far-ranging effects might arise
from the CCR decision. The Supreme Court's acceptance that copyright
furthers dual purposes was repeated in subsequent case law, and in
Bastarache J's judgment in Euro-Excellence, there was a particularly strong
post-CCR statement of the policy considerations said to drive interpretation of the Canadian Copyright Act. The Supreme Court's decision was
also viewed as significant because of its insistence that terms such as
'research' be read broadly, raising the possibility that fair dealing could
arise in circumstances beyond those seen traditionally in the case law. An
example of this occurred with the Copyright Board's Tariff No. 22A
decision of October 2007, which applied fair dealing to consumer search
activity in an online environment - circumstances very different from the
world of library photocopying in CCR. Finally, the academic reception
given to CCR was overwhelmingly positive, emphasising the desirability
of the Supreme Court's articulation of the philosophical framework
underpinning copyright, and foreseeing shifts in the way exceptions were
utilised by Canadian users.
However, the institutional responses to CCR as described by participants in fieldwork conducted in 2008 and 2009 made it clear that the
decision's reception had been extremely muted. As discussed in Section
IV.B, the main reported shift in practice related to user request services
at academic libraries, where fair dealing arguments were used to justify
new digital delivery platforms. In public libraries already relying on fair
dealing, there was additional comfort that this analysis was correct. The
120

Gervais, n. 12 above, 159.

121

D'Agostino, n. 117 above, 356.

122

Ibid., 358.
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CCH decision also appeared to influence some universities to incorporate fair dealing into policies on electronic reserves, although at the time of
the fieldwork this was only the case for a handful of institutions and was
said to be highly controversial. For other public activities, including mass
digitisation and online publication, reported practices were relatively
consistent: fair dealing arguments were not being considered; publicdomain works were preferred; and when third-party copyright works
were used, this was with the permission of the copyright owner.
Section IV.B describes the reported responses to CCH. Its analysis is
grouped around three categories of practice: (1) user request services; (2)
electronic reserves; and (3) online activities.

B

Reported Impact

1 User Request Services In terms of numbers, the largest
reported shift in practice following CCH occurred in academic libraries,
where a significant number of institutions rolled out desktop delivery as
part of their user request services. Prior to CCH, standard practice was
for recipients to receive requested material in hardcopy form. Under new
systems, copies were supplied electronically, for instance using a
password-protected central server from which the copy could be printed,
or (for the 'wild and crazy types'123) sending the material by email. One
interviewee estimated that, as at May 2008, approximately 20 to 30 per
cent of university libraries had moved to desktop delivery. Amongst
institutions participating in this project, a number of interviewees confirmed that digital delivery was being (or was planned to be) provided
under a fair dealing analysis.124 One explained:
We used to really rely on [sector-specific] exceptions ... that's where we hooked
the right for us to do something. But we've actually really pulled back from that,
and we're saying that [specific] exceptions [are] not the way to go, because really,
anything that we're doing should be able to be done under fair dealing. And so
much more now, when we look at our strategy, it's fair dealing. 125

Another stated CCH was
definitely having an impact in terms of giving people a little bit more confidence
that they can do some things - probably most in the document delivery theme
than anything else .... More and more institutions here, as part of pilot projects
[for new interlibrary loan procedures] are now receiving digitally and passing
copies along digitally, to a point where an individual can pick them up, and then
our intermediary copy will disappear after a period of time. Prior to CCH, we had
123

11 ?L.
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E.g., 101L, 117L, 127L, 146L, 156L. Also: 144X.

125

11 ?L.
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management calculus, send a signal regarding the legitimacy of riskinformed decision-making, and encourage those who are strongly risk
averse to adopt a less cautious posture.176 On the other hand, the
empirical work cast doubt on the utility of schemes with registration or
licensing requirements, at least in the cultural institution sector. Such
approaches might be said to help address confirmation bias (i.e., that
institution decision-making might be influenced by self-interest), support transparency, and provide a central database for owners and users.
However, the fieldwork highlighted issues with such schemes, for
instance their administrative and bureaucratic costs, the limits of the
licences offered by the IPO, and whether databases and registries in fact
help copyright owners to resurface or provide a hub in which cultural
institutions can share information with one another. 177
In sum, the fieldwork not only accorded with insights from the standards and rules literature in relation to the relevance of user characteristics
to interpretations of legal commands, but also demonstrated how
decision-making can at times transcend the law in books.

IV

The Canadian Post-Script

On 12 July 2017, Phelan J of the Federal Court of Canada released his
decision in Access Copyright v. York. 178 There were two main aspects to
the case: whether the Access Copyright interim tariff approved by the
Copyright Board in 2010179 was binding on York; and whether copies
made in accordance with York's Fair Dealing Guidelines were fair dealings. On the first question, Phelan J answered in the affirmative that the
interim tariff was 'mandatory and enforceable against York' .180 On the
second question, he held that whilst the dealings pursuant to the Guidelines were for educational purposes within section 29 of the Copyright
Act, they were not fair.181 This raised the question of whether this
litigation might precipitate a reversal of the fair dealing practices of
Canadian universities.
176

177
180

181

On safe harbours, see G. Austin and E. Hudson, 'Why the Not-for-Profit Cultural
Sector Needs Tailor-Made Copyright Safe Harbours', The Conversation, 13 February
2018, http ://theconversation.corn/why-the-not-for-profit-cultural-sector-needs-tailormade-copyright-safe-harbours-89 5 64.
178
179
See Chapter 3, Section IV.B.
Seen. 8 above.
Seen. 20 above.
Phelan J said that to 'hold otherwise would be to frustrate the purpose of the tariff
scheme of the Act and the broad powers given to the Board to make an interim
decision ... and to choose form over substance': n. 8 above, para. 7. The full
reasoning was set out at paras. 188-248.
Ibid., full reasoning at paras. 249-357.
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New Norms and Practices

In considering this question, it is worth noting a few matters about the
litigation and Phelan J's judgment. The claim brought by Access did not
include a challenge to York's Fair Dealing Guidelines. Instead, fair
dealing was in issue because of a counter-claim by York which sought
declarations that copies made pursuant to its Guidelines fell within fair
dealing. This strategy has been criticised on the basis that York should
have focused on denying the Rroposition that tariffs approved by the
Board are mandatory, or at least split the issues so that fair dealing was
considered only if York lost on this point.182 It also meant that Phelan
J was asked to consider York's copying practices generally, rather than
any specific acts of alleged infringement. 183
The substantive elements of York's Guidelines applied to 'Short
Excerpts', 184 and permitted staff to make a single copy of a Short Excerpt
for each student enrolled in a class or course, such copies being able to be
distributed as handouts, made as part of a course pack or hosted on a
password-protected learning management system. The Guidelines stated
that the extract 'in each case must contain no more of the work than is
required in order to achieve the fair dealing purpose', these purposes
matching those in the Copyright Act. The Guidelines noted that 'other
sources of permission' would be required for copies falling outside its
parameters and provided contact details of York's Copyright Office.
Implementation of the Guidelines occurred on 22 December 2010.185
At that point York had a blanket licence with Access (this licence expiring on 31 December 2010), and for the first half of 2011, York operated
182

183

184

185

See especially A. Katz, 'Access Copyright v. York University: An Anatomy of a
Predictable But Avoidable Loss', Ariel Katz (26 July 2017), https://arielkatz.org/
access-copyright-v-york-university-anatomy-predictable-avoidable-loss/. Part of Katz's
argument was that approval of a tariff by the Board serves only to render that tariff
'mandatory on the collective', i.e., that the collective 'cannot legally withhold a licence
or refuse to issue one' to a user who wishes to operate under the approved scheme': e.g.,
A. Katz, 'Spectre: Canadian Copyright and the Mandatory Tariff - Part I' (2015) 27
Intellectual Property Journal 151; A. Katz, 'Spectre: Canadian Copyright and the
Mandatory Tariff - Part II' (2015) 28 Intellectual Property Journal 39. York instead
argued that an interim tariff was not mandatory as it was not an 'approved tariff, or that
this tariff was not binding as it was not published in the Canada Gazette: Access Copyright
v. York, n. 8 above at para. 189.
Cf. Cambridge University Press v. Patton, 769 F 3d 1232, 1259 (11th circuit, 2014) (the
District Court was correct to assess the fair use status of each alleged act of
infringement, as to focus instead on copying practices generally would leave 'no
principled method' to analysing fair use).
Defined to mean the greater of: (1) 10 per cent or less of a work; or (2) no more than
one chapter from a book, a single article from a periodical, an entire entry from an
encyclopaedia or similar reference work, or an entire artistic work, poem or musical
score from a work containing other artistic works, poems or musical scores: ibid.,
Guidelines summarised at para. 3 and reproduced in full at Schedule A.
Ibid. at para. 173.

